Bernard SINCLAIR-DESGAGNE

Globalisation
Sophia-Antipolis

CV

Skills & Interests

Languages
French, English, Spanish

Expertise
Economics of organization, Environmental Economics, Theory of incentives, Economics of risk and uncertainty

International Interests
Latin America

Qualification
Scholarly Academic

Academic Degrees
Ph.D. Yale University, USA, 1988.
Other Université Laval, 1984.
Other Universite Laval, 1981.
Other Universite Laval, 1980.

Work Experience
Professor, SKEMA Business School (August, 2019 - Present), Sophia Antipolis, France.
Professor, HEC (2004 - 2019), Montreal, Canada.
Titulaire de la Chaire d'économie de l'environnement et de gouvernance mondiale, HEC (2003 - 2019), Montreal, Canada.
Visiting Professor, London School of economics and Political Science (2014 - 2017), London, United Kingdom.
Directeur du Département d'Affaires Internationales (DAI), HEC (2008 - 2014), Montreal, Canada.
Professor, HEC, Institut d'Economie Appliquée (2001 - 2003), Montreal, Canada.

Intellectual contributions

Articles in Journals